What I have learned, what we should be thankful for, what remains to be done
PART 1: WHAT I HAVE LEARNED (parts 2 and 3 to follow later)
I have been convening D3SJ (Doctors and Scientists for Sustainability and Social Justice)
meetings for eight years now, the main purpose being to promote the idea that policy should be
determined by evidence, reason and fairness, to achieve the greatest amount of good for the greatest
number of people on a long term basis. A medical model for rational and humane decision making
in society. A personal goal of mine was to learn as much as I could about what is truly happening in
the world, particularly regarding sustainability and social justice issues, from those deemed to be
experts in their fields. I believe these meetings have now run their natural course and we have failed
miserably in our primary goal which in retrospect, was probably always doomed to failure.
Nevertheless you never know unless you try. Not to try because you believe beforehand you will
fail, will turn that failure into a self fulfilling prophecy. We have learned a great deal from our
discussions and established great contacts and relationships within the sustainability network. It is
now time to draw our meetings to a close and focus our limited remaining time and energy on the
vital urgent actions we need to take.
What have I learned? The ultimate conclusions I have reached, particularly since the election
of the extreme right wing knuckledraggers to government in Australia last month, is that civilisation
is irretrievably doomed, that the horrific and chaotic dieoff of billions of people this century is
guaranteed and we have no hope in hell of averting these events. These outcomes are entirely
consistent with mainstream scientific thinking, which may be surprising to the casual reader of this
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essay who will not have encountered such information in the mainstream media (MSM). The
MSM tell half truths and outright lies to keep the sheeple passive and compliant: yes problems exist,
but one should not be "alarmist" and furthermore whizbang technofixes are just around the corner
which will make things just fine and dandy! Flying cars for everybody! I myself have extensively
researched the scientific publications for potential technological solutions to our problems for more
than 15 years (especially biofuels from algae and also the ultimate holy grail of artificial
photosynthesis) and have concluded that they are either dead ends or are too little, too late. The
awful truth we now face is just too horrible to contemplate for most people, who live in utter denial.

The proximate factors, elaborated in detail in the peer reviewed scientific publications,
leading to the demise of human civilisation are: climate chaos, resource scarcity (particularly
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petroleum ) and ecosystem destruction, which have now converged to crisis point. These problems
have been accelerated by the exponential increase of human numbers to plague proportions,
coordinated by a rapacious, indiscriminately polluting, dehumanising, fossil fuel driven

Government-Industrial-Military-Media-Economic cabal which I hereby abbreviate to "GIMME".
Indeed the motto of this establishment and all who participate in it could well be "GIMME,
GIMME, GIMME", reflecting the unrestrained pursuit of self indulgent overconsumption and
immediate gratification without regard for any future consequences.

Our internationally interdependent economic/banking system in particular is based on
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confidence trickery and fraudulent accounting and it seems most likely that some unforseen event
will be the proverbial straw breaking the back of this bogus financial system (vis a vis Lehmann
Brothers and subprime mortgages) which will trigger the cascading events leading to the collapse of
civilisation. Rome did not collapse primarily because of external invasions. It collapsed because of
Imperial overreach and corruption, leading to bankruptcy and hence failure to fund their
infrastructure and pay their soldiers. The collapse of our modern world will play out in different
ways at different rates in different parts of the world. Those nations most dependent on petroleum
which face abrupt curtailment will fare the worst. We now see early symptoms of collapse in the
form of internal conflicts because ordinary people have no jobs and cannot afford basic necessities,
as exemplified by the uprisings in the Middle East (Syria being the worst case) and the unrest in
Greece. We will in due course see more international conflicts (AKA resource wars), including the
possibility of global nuclear war.

The various interacting mechanisms leading to our collapse may be complex, but there is
just one single underlying cause for all the problems mentioned above. It is the pathologically
dysfunctional nature of one particular species of hairless ape, arrogant and delusional enough to call

itself "homo sapiens". The fact of the matter is the majority of humanity are not "good", whatever
that means, and certainly not sapient, but are basically greedy selfish primates with an underlying
streak of nasty brutality ready to surface given the slightest excuse. Primates which may be quite
clever in rationalising and justifying their despicable behaviour and quite clever in devising
technodevices to kill each other (and all other species) more effectively, but utterly lacking in
wisdom. If this were not the case, the invasion of Iraq would not have happened. If this were not the
case, Tony Abbott would not have been elected Prime Monster of this country and be monstrously
pursuing his perfidious agenda of environmental vandalism, demagogic non-science (AKA
nonsense) and refugee abuse. If this were not the case we would not be in our present collective
predicament. The way we are destroying the Living Planet is irrefutable proof of our nature. Am I
personally any different? I must accept that my underlying nature must be the same, being a
reluctant member of homo stupidus myself. One difference however is that I acknowledge this fact
and at least try to restrain it and attempt to use my neocortex to pursue more constructive strategies.

Could this woeful state of affairs ever have been avoided? In theory yes, but in practice, in
retrospect, probably not. The remedies were available and were entirely feasible once upon a time,
but were viciously opposed and corrosively sabotaged by the GIMME establishment. It is too late
now, we are past the point of no return. Foremost among those remedies would have been the
reduction of population numbers, reduction of individual consumption and more efficient use of
resources. Restructuring from an endless growth delusional economy to a steady state reality-based
economy. Technological innovations such as biofuels from algae could have played a role, but only
secondarily. Without primarily adopting the fundamentally important measures of restraint, ie.
population reduction, reduced consumption and greater efficiency, no number of technofixes would
help. This was clearly demonstrated by the updated analyses by the Limits to Growth scientists.
Their 40 year anniversary conference was held in the Smithsonian Institute in March 2012 and the
news was all bad. The LtG scientists no longer perform any more projections, because all credible
inputs (using our present situation as baseline), even using the most optimistic scenarios such as
limitless energy or markedly reduced pollution ALL result in industrial collapse and the dieoff of
billions, euphemistically described by them as "overshoot". Right now we are dead on track,
following nearly exactly, the trajectory of their standard model of Peak Everything followed by
collapse, a track they predicted we would follow 40 years ago if we did not change our ways.
As a Physician I have likened our situation to that of an obese sedentary patient addicted to
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cigarettes and fatty, sugary foods who develops hypertension, diabetes and heart disease . Yes, it is
possible to diagnose and treat many cases of advanced heart disease. However even after successful
expensive lifesaving heart surgery, it is merely a futile temporary technofix unless we address the
underlying causes of his problem: sloth and addictive behaviours driven by the wish for immediate

self gratification. Thankfully most of the patients we bring back from the brink of disaster who are
given this new lease on life realise they need to change their habits if they want to live much longer.

Of course, the patients we are able to save represent just the tip of the iceberg and there are
many more out there in the community in complete denial of their problems who simply drop dead.
If a person dies from self inflicted disease there may be some natural justice in that outcome. There
is no natural justice however in the Poor of the world suffering most from the environmental
devastation and climate chaos caused by the rapacious overconsumption of the Rich.

Game theory however suggests that perhaps there was never any way out. Many concepts in
game theory are useful when pondering our present situation such as the tragedy of the commons
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and the parable of the tribes.
As the great unravelling proceeds, I take little comfort in the fact that I did my best to play
my part to try to avert or mitigate these events, efforts which proved hopelessly futile and feeble in
retrospect. As late as December 2011, I considered engaging in greater activism and particularly of
promoting the feasability of large scale renewable energy initiatives to the public by personally
funding sustainability programs on local community TV. However my watershed epiphany year was
2012. A New Scientist article in January 2012, relegated to just a brief report, casually mentioned
the catastrophic projections of the updated LtG analyses. This prompted deeper research into the
implications of that article (in particular, viewing all the proceedings of the LtG Smithsonian
conference mentioned above), which utterly horrified me. Unfortunately New Scientist magazine
has since gone the way of the MSM and this year, in 2013, was even promoting the completely

insane idea of harvesting undersea clathrates to burn. Just as well I cancelled my subscription.
I had previously intellectually "accepted" the idea that the death of billions was likely this
century, but now had to emotionally grapple with the realisation that the death of billions was
certain, it was guaranteed, it was now impossible to prevent this runaway train from crashing and
exploding, there was just too much momentum behind it.
Just as I thought humanity's outlook was a bad as it could possibly be, in September 2012
my eyes were opened to another realisation which horrified me even more. We were privileged to
have Richard Heinberg, the American Peak Oil and Energy expert, visit us in Brisbane. He was
highly respected by us because of his cogent, wise and accurate analyses of what was truly
happening in the world and where we were headed, particularly with regard to the end of economic
growth. Being a polymath big picture thinker, he had of course extensively researched the climate
change science as well. A shocking slide he fleetingly displayed during his University of
Queensland presentation described a projection by some climate scientists that the global average
temperature could reach or exceed 10 degrees C by the end of this century if we were to continue
with business as usual. Such a number was unthinkable to me as we were already seeing
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unprecedented extreme events at "below" 1 degree C rise. In a private meeting subsequently, we
asked him if he thought human extinction was a possibility. He then admitted it was very much a
real possibility, but he felt there was no point in talking about it in public. Ordinary people had to be
given hope, no matter what the data indicated. Obviously by his honest answer to us, he was willing
to discuss the topic of human extinction with a select group of people in private, just as this essay of
mine is going out to a select group of people. People mature enough to base their judgements on
objective data and rational analysis. People who accept that human beings are biological organisms
who depend on the ecosystem in which we evolved for our survival, that we are not some spooky
product of supernatural creation but are subject to the laws of Physics, Chemistry and Biology.
Two other major findings in the science media contributed to my epiphany of 2012. One was
the unprecedented summer melt of the arctic ice cap, which according to the IPCC was supposed to
remain intact till the end of this century. The denialists are quick to point to the slight "recovery" of
arctic ice this year – but that does not mean we are "saved" – because arctic ice levels remain
around historic lows – and we continue on this relentless bumpy ride downhill to perdition. British
scientist Professor Peter Wadhams is of the view there could be complete collapse of the arctic ice
by September 2015. The other dismaying report last year related to the summer release of methane
from the arctic coast. Methane bubbles had been observed in huge plumes, over 1 km across in
shallow sea, when only a couple of years before the methane vents were just about a metre wide.
That represented a more than thousand fold liberation of methane from the arctic coast alone, not
even considering other sources such as permafrost in the tundra or peat from tropical soils. Methane
has a 105 times greater GHG potency than carbon dioxide over a 20 year period and when it is
broken down it oxidises to carbon dioxide and water vapour – both greenhouse gases.
My ongoing research last September 2012 led me to the website of Professor Guy
McPherson, a US conservation biologist who is convinced that we face near term human extinction
(which now goes by the abbreviation NTHE in the blogosphere) before the middle of this century.
One of his most comprehensive video presentations was "The twin sides of the fossil fuel coin". He
put forward a well researched and logically argued case which was difficult to refute. Faced with
this horrific disclosure, the most memorable response by one blog reader was, "...er...yikes?"
Why do I think that McPherson is more likely to be correct than wrong? Why should his
lone voice, albeit the voice of a bone fide scientist with nothing to gain from his assertions (indeed
he has suffered substantially because of his opinions) be more valid than, say, the "consensus"
views of all the scientists of the IPCC?
Firstly let us be clear that IPCC have a hopeless track record of consistently underestimating
the severity of the effects of climate change time and time again. Real world observations (eg
melting of the Greenland iceshield) so far have been far worse than the worst case scenarios
outlined by each iteration of their reports. We can understand the reason for this by looking at the
process by which the IPCC publications are produced - government officials pore over every single

sentence and water down the narrative to the most palatable, politically acceptable lowest common
denominator. Hence the true seriousness of our situation becomes severely downplayed. It is after
all an intergovernmental panel, with a message controlled by and contaminated by governments
and is not a true peer reviewed scientific document. Knowing this, any sane person must conclude
that things will be worse than the worst case scenarios of the latest IPCC AR5, which stated that
"Global temperatures are likely to rise by 0.3C to 4.8C by the end of the century depending on how
much governments control carbon emissions."
http://www.theguardian.com/environment/2013/sep/27/ipcc-climate-report-un-secretary-general
A rise of 4.8C on top of the existing "less than" 1 degree C rise means human extinction is
guaranteed before the end of this century. The plants and animals on which we depend will not be
able to adapt in time to such rapid temperature changes and the accompanying severe weather
events.
Secondly and most importantly, the IPCC only looks at human greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions, ignoring the numerous (more than 20 now) positive (ie self reinforcing) feedback loops
which we have triggered so far which have irreversibly spiraled out of control, carrying the
potential to exponentially release many times more GHG than humans have ever done. Business as
usual will trigger more positive feedback loops and more firmly guarantees our extinction.
Thirdly we must ask what type of scientist is best able to advise us regarding the possibility
of human extinction. Is it a climate scientist, who is the best person to tell us about temperature
projections and possible extreme weather events (but who knows nothing about the mechanisms by
which species go extinct) or is it a conservation biologist who uses the informaton about those
temperatures and extreme weather events to look at their effects on biological organisms, habitats
and food supply? A biologist who has spent a lifetime documenting species extinctions and learning
about the mechanisms of those extinctions?
Fourthly we must be aware that McPherson's view has been arrived at by painstaking
analysis of proper peer reviewed scientific sources undistorted by government interference.
Furthermore, having resigned from fulltime work and being no longer tenured (=tethered) and
constrained by the purse strings of his university, he is at liberty to say what others within the
establishment fear to say. It is impossible to get a person to admit what they believe if their
paycheck depends on them not admitting it.
I would say that those who dismiss McPherson as a crackpot are themselves crackpots. He is
not perfect however and has been wrong before, as he admits. The biggest problem is not predicting
what may happen but predicting when events may happen, which is virtually impossible to do and
is always prone to error. I view McPherson as analogous to an experienced cancer specialist who
after careful consideration has made the diagnosis that we face terminal cancer with a 99.9%
likelihood of death fairly soon. I may hate the message he conveys but that does not mean the
message is wrong or that he is a bad person.
What does near term human extinction mean? It means that human beings will never
colonise outer space. It means we will never download the human mind into self replicating
machines to enable human consciousness to persist indefinitely, even as our biocorporeal
encapsulation becomes extinct. Such science fiction fantasies might have become technologically
feasible given another thousand years, but now we know they will never ever come to pass. We
don't have another thousand years. We don't even have another hundred years. NTHE means that
the sum total of all human achievements since the dawn of civilisation will amount to....nothing at
all, very soon. A meaningless blip, the blink of an eye in the immensity of time. The only value this
failed human experiment could possibly provide would be if an alien intelligence were to visit our
toxic radioactive ruins and archeologically piece together the ludicrous, almost unbelievably idiotic
story of our self inflicted demise. Our only value to the universe will be to serve as a cautionary tale
to others, a tale of outrageous hubris accompanied by infinite stupidity and unrestrained greed.
Thank you Tony Abbott and your ilk for serving as examples of the worst of the worst.

We should embrace the recent election of the lunatic rightwingnuts to government, who are
already exposing themselves for the vile, smarmy and incompetent charlatans they are, completely
lacking in any substance or worth, who if anything will hasten the haphazard implosion of industrial
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civilisation and failure of large scale agriculture . Because of them, our collapse is more likely to be
sudden and dramatic rather than gradual and stuttering. Rapid demise may actually be more
desirable if any parts of the natural ecosystem we are now destroying are to be saved. Most people
will be taken completely by surprise by events and will default to their reptile brained mentality of
laying blame on vulnerable scapegoat subgroups eg refugees, asylum seekers, immigrants, minority
religious or ethnic groups. We are seeing this in Greece with the popular rise of right wing
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extremists as their economy disintegrates. Democracy at work in the homeland of Democracy . The
psychopathic politicians (with their corporate and media cronies) will enthusiastically fan the
flames of such internecine hatred, being an effective strategy to divert attention away from
themselves, the true culprits. It worked for Hitler, up to a point.

Geoffrey Chia, 10 October 2013

FOOTNOTES:
1. There is a huge difference between the mainstream scientists and the mainstream media who only
share the adjective "mainstream" in common and nothing else. Who are the mainstream scientists?
They are those who have conducted painstaking research, measurements and analyses over many
years and have published their findings in the peer reviewed scientific literature. They are those
with a good track record of well validated discoveries and inventions. Their conclusions are
honestly derived from evidence and reason. The occasional fraudulent studies by black sheep who
are then appropriately weeded out does not invalidate the overall integrity of the mainstream
scientists.
Who are the mainstream media? They are journalistic hacks and cash for comment
muckrakers who spout the propaganda dictated by their editors who themselves are driven by
commercial and political agendas. The occasional truthful piece by a courageous and honest
investigative journalist does not change the overall fact that the MSM are fundamentally misleading
and disingenouous.
Dmitry Orlov said that the MSM are 100% bogus and they function only to sell product and
to prop up the existing structures of power. I largely concur. I would personally say the MSM are
99% bogus and add that their other major function is to keep the brainless masses distracted with
meaningless trivial drivel, such as sports, reality shows and celebrity scandals. Hence for those of
you who are dismayed, as I previously was, that the MSM have utterly failed in their role to inform
the public of important issues using reliable information, please dispel any more illusions you may
have. The MSM are actually functioning precisely as designed according to their appointed role,
which is NOT to inform.
2. You may recall the Peak Oil deniers crowing loudly in "victory" after George Monbiot's article in
2012 "admitting" that the "theory" of Peak Oil was "wrong"
http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2012/jul/02/peak-oil-we-we-wrong

Most of Monbiot's research and articles have been written to educate the public about the serious
effects of climate change and he has made valuable contributions in that respect. However he is not
an expert on Peak Oil. Monbiot based his article on a Harvard paper published by the oil executive
and economist Leonardo Maugeri who is not a scientist, he is an embedded propagandist for the
GIMME establishment who has weaseled his way into academia. Peak Oil is not wrong, Peak Oil is
not a "theory", it is an observation. It has always been an indisputable observation ever since the
very first oil well was drilled, that every well goes through an initial phase of exponential rise in
production leading to a peak or plateau, followed by an exponential decay in output. Saying the
"theory" of Peak Oil is wrong is like saying that the "theory" of the Round Earth is wrong. What
happened in recent years is that after the plateuing of output of the majority of conventional giant
oil fields in the world, the bean counters added other hydrocarbon liquids such as biofuels and
natural gas condensates to their accounting tallies which had not been included before. More
importantly, oil companies have shifted towards extracting unconventional oils such as oil shale and
tar sands to maintain the appearance of static or slightly higher total liquid hydrocarbon output,
even as conventional oilfields continue to deplete. We have moved from the cheaper, easier, cleaner
oil to the dearer, harder-to-get and dirtier oil, entirely in keeping with the predictions by the Peak
Oil experts. This shift is a fool's errand, not least because of the poor EROEI which will be unable
to support industrial civilisation in the long run. We will see the inevitable failure of unconventional
oil output to match the depletion of conventional oil in the next few years. Probably the best
dialogue with Monbiot on this issue was by Nicole Foss, one of the most wise, thoughtful and
qualified experts in sustainability matters who I have great respect for:
http://theautomaticearth.com/Energy/peak-oil-a-dialogue-with-george-monbiot.html
The sad implication of this desperate shift to unconventional oils and the major point of Monbiot's
article, is that rather than carbon emissions declining as a result of the depletion of conventional oil
(remember that oil drives other carbon emitting activities such as land clearing and the mining and
transport of coal), instead we are seeing a further rise of carbon emissions due to the harvesting of
unconventional oils. It was the hope, the idea, that we could be saved from climate chaos by Peak
Oil which was wrong. Indeed our goose is now well and truly cooked, and at a much faster pace
than expected, because of the shift to unconventional oils. Trying next to harvest arctic oil and
clathrates will be suicidal madness. We can only hope the global financial system collapses, thus
removing funding from such utterly insane schemes, before they can commence.
3. The high priests of endless growth economics, a delusional religion which continues to be
preached in institutions of "higher learning", have based their edifice on false assumptions (eg
human beings are rational players) and have refused to take into account the realities of Nature,
particularly the fundamental requirement of adequate net energy inputs (EROEI) for economic
activities to occur. They disregard the laws of thermodynamics. Furthermore they also fail to
consider the harms caused by economic activities which are "externalised" because, of course, the
death of sweatshop workers in Bangladesh or the poisoning of Nigerian villagers by toxic
hydrocarbons is of no interest to us. Dishonest accounting. To the economists' credit, they have
managed to create the most highly effective greed driven incentive scheme in the history of
Mankind to facilitate rapid extraction of resources from Nature to turn them into either military
hardware or consumer crap destined for landfill. In this respect American Capitalism was able to
outcompete the Soviet Empire in the Arms Race, rendering the latter bankrupt (once again, we see
bankruptcy as the trigger for Imperial collapse). The end of the Cold War has resulted in unopposed
American hegemonism and US Imperial overreach which is now bankrupting America itself and the
emulation by China of this deeply dysfunctional system, which will be the final nail in our coffin.
4. See my slides regarding Mr F.B. and "the Gaia hypothesis of the ecosphere" compared with "the
Homer hypothesis of the econosphere" at the end of my peak oil presentation
http://www.d3sj.org/PDF/Chia%20Peak%20Oil%20Red%20Pill%202010.pdf

5. The paradigm of the "tragedy of the commons" works in two ways. First in terms of grabbing
natural resources – first in best dressed / the early bird gets the worm and stragglers lose out.
Second in terms of refusing to repair environmental damage (or refusing to take the time/effort to
prevent such damage), hence the burden of harm is borne disproportionately by other parties,
particularly those not benefiting from the economic activity.
An example of the first type of tragedy was the total deforestation of Rapa-Nui by its
Polynesian settlers. Many have pondered what was going through the mind of the person who was
cutting down the last tree on Easter island, even as he was cutting it down. My suggestion is this,
"I'd better cut down this last tree and use it for myself before the other guy does".
The second type of tragedy is exemplified by the smallminded selfish short term greed of the
Australian rightwingnuts, particularly John Howard's previous coalition government - now
continued as policy by the current Prime Monster. Their argument was they would not put a price
on carbon pollution "until other countries do so" (they did not specify which other countries and
how many other countries). Many other countries and states have long since imposed a price on
carbon including China, but Abbott still wants to go backwards and repeal the carbon tax.
What is the solution to the problem of the tragedy of the commons? It is the vigorous
defence of our common resources (eg forests, icecaps, coral reefs) by the power of a central
authority, with severe penalties enforced against defectors. The problem is that no such powerful
central authority exists nor is ever likely to be created. Even if such an authority can be created, it
will be easily corrupted by the flawed nature of Man anyway. There is no solution unless the
psychopaths currently perverting policy can be extirpated from all proceedings – which is
unfortunately not going to happen.
The other paradigm which explains why the culture of violence and domination was bound
to become universal is Andrew Bard Schmookler's "The parable of the tribes", nicely summarised
by Ran Prieur http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NNDgXJR7DsY (skip to 01:16:20). We have
seen this played out time and again in real world history. Take for example a peaceful tribe which
discovers a better method of killing but chooses not to use it. Given sufficient passage of time, that
method can be stolen from them and used against them, ultimately subsuming the peaceful tribe in
the paradigm of violence and domination. This was briefly alluded to in Kurt Vonnegut's bittersweet
essay "Cold Turkey" which so profoundly struck a chord in me that I felt compelled to share it aloud
with some selected people. Most of them did not appreciate Kurt's irony when he wrote "The
(ancient) Chinese also gave us, via Marco Polo, pasta and the formula for gunpowder. The Chinese
were so dumb, they only used gunpowder for fireworks". Only one of my friends responded with the
witty and equally ironic retort, "of course, we know the only intelligent way to use gunpowder is to
kill other people with it".
6. In 2010 the Russian drought destroyed a quarter of its wheat harvest and the heat waves killed
more than 50,000 people. The floods in Pakistan destroyed half a million tons of their harvest,
killed around 2000 people and displaced millions. We remember the Brisbane floods of January
2011, relatively unimportant by international standards. In February 2011 a single event, cyclone
Yasi, destroyed the entire banana crop in Queensland. In May this year atmospheric carbon dioxide
concentration hit 400ppm, which in the paleo record was associated with about a 3.5 degree C
temperature level higher than preindustrial modern times. http://instaar.colorado.edu/newsevents/instaar-news/ice-free-arctic-ocean-may-have-amped-up-temperatures-during-the-pliocene/
According to the IPPC, this late into 2013 we are still supposed to be under a 1 degree C rise
compared with our preindustrial temperatures. Correcting for factors such as aircraft contrails and
sulphate and particulate pollution however, we are already past 1 degree C rise right now, according
to Clive Hamilton's study of the peer reviewed science. In the last calendar year, more
unprecedented and extreme weather events have been occurring around the world.
We all recall Superstorm Sandy steamrolled its way across the Eastern seaboard of the US in
early November 2012. Estimate of damage to date? 68 billion dollars. Few people know or care it
wreaked havoc in the Caribbean islands before reaching America. The news cycle has little interest

in the unimportant Caribbeans. According to meteorologists, Sandy was extraordinary in several
ways.
http://www.scientificamerican.com/article.cfm?id=how-to-protect-new-york-city-from-storm-surges
http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2012/oct/30/sandy-stacked-up-storm-statistics?newsfeed=true
Extraordinary for occuring that late in the year. Extraordinary for its gigantic size (about a quarter
of the continental US). Extraordinary for reaching so far North yet not turning back to sea (as such
Northerly storms that time of year usually did). Extraordinary, but nothing to do with global
warming according to the denialist hacks of the Australian newspaper.
In January 2013, Southern Queensland was beset by further "one in a hundred year" floods
which had affected similar areas only two years before. This time more than a thousand people in
Bundaberg had to be winched off the roofs of their submerged houses by helicopter. Any sane
person now has to admit that North Bundaberg must be regarded as uninhabitable in perpetuity.
January 2013 was memorable for heat records being shattered all around Australia and new colour
coding for the maps was required for temperatures never seen before. Tasmanian bushfires started in
November 2012 and only settled in April 2013, an unprecedented duration in Tasmanian history.
Other extreme weather events around the world in 2013 since then have just been glossed over or
simply ignored by our MSM:
– The horrific floods affecting central Europe in May/June which the insurer Munich RE
declared as the most expensive non wartime disaster ever to affect Germany.
– The horrific floods affecting Northern India and Nepal in June in which more than a
thousand people died.
– The horrific floods in Alberta, Canada, in June in which more than 100,000 people had
to be evacuated from their homes, also estimated by insurers to the be costliest event in
Canadian history. Furthermore toxic waste water from the tar sands projects of
Athabasca were flushed by floodwaters into the pristine Arctic ocean.
– The horrific floods in Szechuan province, China, in July, among the worst in living
memory and further horrific floods in the North and South of China in August disrupting
millions of lives
– The horrific floods affecting Colorado on 12 September in which 1500 homes were
destroyed and 1000 people had to be airlifted out
Any single one of the above events was a newsworthy major disaster. Why have we heard
little or nothing of them in the Australian MSM? We will soon be looking upon the above as "the
good old days" because there is far worse to come. Even as severe climate events have
exponentially worsened, shrill global warming denialism propagated by the MSM has
correspondingly increased in volume, like King Canute screaming louder in the face of the
incoming tide. Canute was only pretending to behave like an idiot in order to make an ironic point
to his people. Global warming denialists are in fact genuine idiots. They are liars and fools (or both)
and should be regarded as the enemies of humanity. How else can you regard people who are
willing to drive humanity headlong toward extinction for the sake of a few pieces of silver? These
psychopaths are intent on briefly extending their reprehensibly self serving way of life at the
expense of killing humanity and most other species. Such sickeningly egotistical people place their
own short term convenience and personal luxury over the lives, wellbeing and survival of their own
children and grandchildren.
7. I previously described former Resource Minister and global warming denialist Ian MacFarlane
version 1.0 as an impenetrably stupid coal company stooge and sadly, I remain vindicated. Current
Resource Minister Ian MacFarlane version 2.0 now states his aim is to unlock every molecule of
coal seam gas in Australia because it is good for the economy. As such, we should recommend that
MacFarlane, a treated former sufferer of throat cancer, should now smoke 100 cigarettes per day,
because it is good for the economy – he should set an example by supporting the tobacco industry.
Furthermore, the "scientists" of the George C. Marshall Institute, the centre of global warming
denialism of which he is a disciple, have also "proved" that cigarettes have nothing to do with

cancer. As a former farmer who now wants to wreck Australia's farmland, MacFarlane is a traitor to
his own origins.
8. I won't repeat Churchill's overused quote regarding Democracy. I will however state that a better
system, what I call Sophocracy, rule by wisdom, is possible. The main benefit of Democracy is to
facilitate the peaceful transition of power from one party to another, at designated intervals,
according to the prevailing mood of the people. This has reduced the incidence of violent revolution
to a large extent. However true Democracy, rule by the majority at its most basic (and unconstrained
by other more important principles such as transparency, accountability and laws based on social
justice), is a recipe for disaster. If the majority of the population are stupid and nasty then true
Democracy becomes rule by the stupid and nasty. It can and has led to tyranny, totalitarianism and
genocide, after all Hitler was voted in democratically. Ben Franklin said that democracy was two
wolves and a lamb voting for what to have for lunch. True democracy in Saudi Arabia will result in
a Sunni/Wahabi/Salafist Muslim fundamentalist regime which will tyrannize minority groups,
worsen the oppression of women and intensify their export of terrorism around the world. The USA
no longer has a democracy, they have a "fraudocracy", their democracy has been hijacked and
perverted by corporate interests resulting in obscene disparities of income (the 99% are NOT being
represented), banking fraud with none of the culprits brought to justice, foreign wars of exploitation
and climate change spiraling out of control.
Even rabid advocates of "democracy" can and do willingly give up their "democratic rights"
much of the time. In an aircraft, decisions are not made by the majority of the passengers who are
invariably ignorant of aviation. Decisions are voluntarily entrusted by the passengers to the pilot,
who autocratically goes about his/her job, to the benefit of everyone. We trust he/she will do a
proper job because the checks and balances in our system ensure only a fit and proper person who
has passed all medical checks and training criteria and who is utterly accountable for what he/she
does will be flying the plane in the service of the common good (pilots are the ultimate in
accountability as they will pay for their incompetence with their own death).
Sophocracy, rule by wisdom, should incorporate some aspects of democracy with certain
caveats: only those who understand the issues should be allowed to vote. This may require potential
voters to go through a test for minimum intelligence and knowledge before being allowed to vote.
Only competent individuals with a proven track record who have been deemed to be fit and proper
people and who are capable of making sensible decisions in the service of the common good should
be allowed to stand as candidates. Pilots go through an exhaustive process before being deemed fit
to steer a plane. Our leaders should undergo no less stringent a process before being deemed fit to
steer a country. The principles of transparency, accountability and rule of law according to social
justice, must hold priority over democracy. If a democractically elected leader in active office is
found to be a war criminal eg he has taken the country to war on the basis of lies causing the death
of innocent people, he must be immediately removed and thrown in jail, along with his cronies.
Further elaboration of sophocracy will require another 12 page essay (at least) and is beyond the
scope of this article.

